CORSO PILOTA:
Steering Through the Challenges of COVID-19

FERRARI’S COMMITMENT TO YOUR SAFETY
• The health and safety of our customers and staff is our highest priority. In response to the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we have developed this guide to provide clarity into our policies
and procedures as we adapt to the current and upcoming operational environments brought
on by evolving public health conditions.
• These guidelines and procedures reflect the most current information available regarding
protection from the coronavirus. We have adopted industry best practices for car disinfection
to ensure all clients can enjoy a carefully cleaned environment. As we move forward, we will
look closely at the guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, government
policies and mandates, and other public health resources to update these procedures.
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Hospitality
Social distancing
enforced
Masks required and
supplied with PPE kit
Furniture disinfected
daily by cleaning service
Tables spaced to
recommended distance
Multiple hand sanitizer
stations located
throughout the
hospitality areas

Food and
Customer Safety
No buffet, thus limiting
customer exposure in
keeping with social
distancing protocols
All communal surfaces
will be frequently
disinfected, including but
not limited to door
handles, railings, chairs
and tabletops
All food service staff will
wear a mask and gloves
Staff is specifically trained
on COVID-19 safety
procedures

Hotels

Cars

Tracks

Fully compliant with
COVID-19 protocols

Cars disinfected daily

All track staff required
to wear masks

Rooms cleaned daily

Disinfection of hightouch areas after each
customer drive

Focused disinfection of
the top 10 high-touch
areas in guest rooms,
such as light switches
and door handles

Both customers and
instructors will wear a
balaclava

Contactless check-in
and check-out

Complimentary Sabelt
racing gloves to reduce
contact with hightouch areas of the car

Daily temperature
checks by medical staff
prior to entering the
track
Hand sanitizer
dispensers in multiple
locations
Routine disinfection of
high-touch surfaces
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Focused disinfection
of the top high-touch
areas within the car

•
•
•
•
•

Steering wheel
Paddle shifters
Driver and passenger seats
Interior and exterior
door handles
Control panels within
the car
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THANK YOU

